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FuzGuard
Warranty & Care Instructions
What this Residential Limited Warranty Covers:
Lifetime Structural Warranty
Fuzion warrants to the original purchaser that this Water
Resistant Laminate (WRL) product, in its manufactured
condition, will be free from defects in material workmanship
including milling, assembly, and dimension. Fuzion
additionally warrants that this product will not warp, cup,
buckle, or delaminate when properly installed and maintained according to Fuzion’s installation instruction procedures and care guide. This warranty includes installation
over a radiant heated concrete subfloor approved for floating floor installation methods.
This WRL is 55% more dimensionally stable than regular
laminate products and is warranted be used in;
• Large areas up to 6,000 sqft without the need for
expansion joints.
• Unheated cottages and cabins without buckling or
shrinking.
Wear & Moisture Warranty
Fuzion warrants that for 25 years from the date of original
purchase, your WRL floor;
• Will not stain
• Will not wear through
• Will not fade as a result of sunlight or artificial light
• Will resist damage under normal conditions (see
Care & Maintenance document for additional
information)
• Will resist damage from moisture due to everyday
household spills for 100 hrs.
• Will resist damage from moisture due to leaks
100 hrs

Damage arising from;
• Accidents, abuse, or misuse
• Exposure to extreme heat
• Scratching, impact, or cutting
• Damage from chairs or furniture with hard plastic
or metal castors
• Improper installation
• Improper care & maintenance
• Freight
• Improper installation, or from being submerged
for more than 100 hrs, or from continuous or
repetitive long-term water exposure.
• Any moisture coming from the subfloor (ie. hydro
static pressure)
• Modifications, alterations, repair or service by a
non-authorized floor covering dealer
WRL Floor Care & Maintenance
Note: All wood based products, even those specially
designed to have increased moisture resistant
characteristics, are hygroscopic (they will react to moisture)
and as a result will expand or contract accordingly.
All sources of sub floor moisture must be remedied prior to
installation.
1.
2.
3.

4.
What Fuzion will do should you need warranty service:
5.
If Fuzion honors a claim under this limited warranty, it will
repair or replace at its sole option, the cost of the affected
flooring material only. In the event that the colour installed is
no longer available, Fuzion will authorize your dealer to
replace the affected floors with another Fuzion product of
equal or lesser value. Fuzion is not responsible for any other
costs arising from the removal or installation of the product.
The above described remedy is the purchaser’s sole and
exclusive remedy for claims under this limited warranty.
Exclusions:
• The warranty is not transferable. It extends only to
the original purchaser.
• The warranty applies only where the affected area
is visible and covers an area greater than 6
square centimeters.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Use a dry or dry/ damp cloth to blot up spills as
soon as they happen. Do not allow liquids to stand
on your floor.
Do not pour liquid directly on the floor, or use an
excessively wet mop that will puddle or allow water
to continue standing on the floor.
For tough spots such as oil, paint, markers, lipstick,
ink, or tar, use acetone/nail polish remover on a
clean white cloth, then wipe the area with a damp
cloth to remove any remaining residue.
For best results use FuzClean Laminate Cleaner
and a mop for routine cleaning.
Sweep, dust, or vacuum the floor regularly with the
brush attachment to prevent accumulation of dirt
and grit than can scratch or dull the finish
Do not use steel wool, abrasive cleaners, steam
cleaners, or any type of buffing or polishing
machine.
Use walk off mats at exterior entryways
Use felt floor protectors under chairs and furniture.
Keep pet nails trimmed to help prevent them from
scratching your floor
Never try to slide or roll heavy objects across the floor
Chair castors should only be the soft, non scratching
type.
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Materials shall be installed in accordance with LAMINATE FLOORING INDUSTRY STANDARD and these Fuzion
Flooring Installation Instructions Fuzguard Water Resistant Laminate Flooring is considered a “floating floor” and is
installed using a floating floor system. These floors are intended for indoor use only and can be installed over virtually
any existing floor structure. Like most materials this floor may expand and contract with changes in heat and relative
humidity, therefore the use of an expansion gap of 10.00mm will be required. These expansion gaps will be covered
when the skirting is replaced, or new skirting is installed. If the skirtings are left in place, a molding system will be
required to cover the expansion. Please read and follow all instructions before you begin the installation.

Introduction
• Floating Floor Structure
• Do not attach to the subfloor at any point
• Do not Install cabinets or island benches over the top of the flooring
• Do not fit flush against any fixed vertical surfaces like walls, permanent fixtures, door frames, pipes or staircases.
• For Fuzguard Water Resistant Laminate Flooring installation, the Sub floor preparation should follow the
requirements as set in the ATFA Laminate Flooring Industry Standard and these Fuzion Flooring installation
instructions.
Important Notice:
All wood-based products, even those specifically designed to have increased resistance to moisture are hygroscopic
(they will react to moisture in the environment), as a result will expand or contract accordingly. All sources of
underfloor moisture must be rectified prior to the installation of the floor. Any construction dampness must be
completely dry. Fuzguard laminate flooring is water resistant, not waterproof.
What does water resistant mean?
When properly installed, the floor will not be damaged by topical, localised spills resulting from normal household
use, such as wet shoes and liquid spills, including use in full bath which is still warranted.

Installer Responsibility
Product inspection: Prior to installation, the installer has responsibility for final inspection as to manufacture and
factory finish of the product. It is important that you check each plank for any manufacturing defects, any faults must be
reported back to the store of purchase for an immediate refund or replacement prior to the flooring being installed.
The installer must use reasonable selectivity and hold out or cut off pieces with deficiencies, whatever the cause,
should any individual piece be doubtful, the installer should not use the piece.
Carefully examine flooring for colour, finish and quality before installing it. If material is not acceptable, do not install it
and contact the seller immediately.
Site inspection: Prior to installation, the installer must determine that the job-site environment and the subfloors
involved meet or exceed all applicable standards. Recommendations of the construction and materials industries as
well as local statutory codes must be followed. These instructions recommend that the construction and subfloor be
dry, hard, structurally sound and flat. The manufacturer declines any responsibility for job failure resulting from or
associated with subfloor and substrates or job-site environmental deficiencies. Use of stain, filler or putty stick for
touch-up and appropriate products for correcting subfloor voids is accepted as part of normal installation procedures.
Fuzguard Water Resistant Laminate Flooring can be installed over most existing fully adhered, structurally sound
substrates, including hard floor covering surfaces like Vinyl, linoleum and ceramic tiles. Ceramic tile joints should be
smoothed with a levelling compound and the ceramic tile surface be within the planeness tolerance requirements
(see below). Carpet or other soft flooring products are not suitable substrates. Planeness: All subfloors need to be
sufficiently flat to accept a floating floor, when a two-metre straightedge is at rest at two points on any part of the
floor, there is to be no more than a 3mm gap under the straight edge.
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Installing Fuzguard Water Resistant Laminate
Flooring over subfloors that do not meet the specific planeness requirements could lead to locking system failure
and will not be covered by the product warranty.
Concrete Subfloors: Concrete subfloors must be cured and completely dry. The surface must be steel trowelled to
a smooth dense porous surface free of trowel marks, irregularities and’ undulation. Concrete slabs in contact with fill,
hard-core or the ground must have a damp-proof membrane to prevent entry of moisture. Waterproofing
additives and curing compounds do not negate the need for a damp-proof membrane. New concrete slabs will dry
at an approximate rate of 1.00mm per day, to be measured from the time the slab was last wet e.g. 100mm slab will
take 100 days to dry. This will vary depending on weather conditions and the surface of the concrete, e.g. A burnished
concrete surface will take longer to dry. A MOISTURE TEST SHOULD ALWAYS BE CARRIED OUT AND THE RESULTS
RECORDED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE Laminate STANDARD 1884-2012 APPENDIX A PRIOR TO INSTALLATION
Fuzion Flooring recommend the use of a 200μm polyethylene plastic sheeting to provide a vapour barrier, joins are
to be overlapped by 200mm and taped using a waterproof tape. The plastic sheeting should extend up the wall and
be trimmed to the top side of the floor after the installation has been completed and before installing the trim. Note:
Fuzguard flooring does not come with a factory attached pad to the back of planks, so an additional underlayment is
required. This product can be installed over radiant heating systems by following the instructions below.
Timber Subfloor: All timber subfloors (including tongue & groove, particle board & plywood) must have at least
450mm of good cross ventilation under the floor to prevent distortion and movement of flooring members. Timber
subfloors should be rigid, sound, and free from excessive moisture, cupping and warping and constructed to relevant
building standards. Ensure the radiant heat surface temperature never exceeds 27°C. Before installing over newly
constructed radiant heat systems, operate the system at maximum capacity to force any residual moisture from the
cementitious topping of the radiant heat system. Shut down the floor heating at least 48 hours prior to installation
and make sure that the temperature in the room is at least 18°C during installation. It is recommended that the radiant
heat be applied in a gradual manner after installing the floor. Refer to the radiant heat system’s manufacturer
recommendations for additional guidance.
Old timber subfloors should have all loose boards re-nailed and badly worn or damaged boards must be replaced.
Sand timber floors to a flat smooth finish without undulations before installing Fuzguard Water Resistant Laminate
Flooring. Planeness is to be no more than 3mm gap under a 2-meter straightedge at rest on any part of the timber
floor. When installing over a wood substrate we recommend using a 0.2mm (200 micron) polyethylene plastic
sheeting as a vapour barrier, must be installed, overlap and tape joins by 200mm using a waterproof tape. The plastic
sheeting should extend up the wall and be trimmed to the top side of the floor after the installation has been
completed and before installing the trim. Conditioning: Before commencing installation, keep the boards at room
temperature for at least 48 hours in unopened cartons. The room temperature must be between 18-32°C and the
relative humidity should be maintained between 30-65% before and during the installation..
PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKLIST
It is the responsibility of the installer to check the material before installing
• Is this the correct: Product? Colour? Pattern? Dimensions
• Does this stock match the customer’s expectations?
• Have you read and are you following the installation recommendations?
• Has the product been allowed time to condition for 48 hours before the installation in a well-lit area inspect the
Fuzguard Water Resistant Laminate Flooring material for visible surface or locking system defects prior to installation.
Any defects must be reported back to the store of purchase for an immediate replacement or refund. Claims relating
to surface / visual defects may not be accepted after installation. Contact retailer if you have any concerns.
Layout: Calculate the room size prior to installation, allowing an extra 10% of flooring for cutting waste. Install
Fuzguard Water Resistant Laminate Flooring toward the main light source (e.g. large widows or of incoming light from
any windows) or, if the lighting is not a concern, parallel to the longest wall in the room (Fig.2). The direction of the
boards should be confirmed with the consumer before commencing the installation.
Plan the job to have as large a cut piece as possible (minimum 50 mm) in the last row opposite the starting wall of the
room, you may need to scribe the first row to the starting wall to achieve this. NOTE: The use of expansion joins is not
required for floor areas up to 6000 sq ft..
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Preparation: Plan the job to have as large a cut piece as possible (minimum 50 mm) in the last row opposite the starting
wall of the room, you may need to scribe the first row to the starting wall to achieve this.
NOTE: The use of expansion joins is not required for floor areas up to 6000 sq ft.
The best option is to remove the existing skirting’s, quarter round or scotia trim before installing the Fuzguard Water
Resistant Laminate Flooring. If this is not possible a molding will be needed to cover the required 10 mm expansion gap
around the edges Door trims and doorjambs must be undercut to allow the floor to move freely. Use a discarded piece
of floor Fuzguard Water Resistant Laminate Flooring to support the saw blade at the correct height for undercutting. See
figure 1 The bottom of the doors may also need to be adjusted to clear the Fuzguard Water Resistant Laminate Flooring.
Sweep / vacuum the subfloor to remove all dust and debris. Install the 0.2mm (200 micron) polyethylene plastic
sheeting, overlapped by 200mm and tape using a waterproof tape. For the best result, make sure to always work from 2
to 3 cartons at a time mixing the planks during the installation.
Required Cutting Tools: Appropriate PPE, hearing protection, dust protection. A drop saw and table saw with a quality 60
tooth carbide-tipped cutting blade. a Jig saw with a fine blade. When using power saws, the direction of blade must cut
into the decorative side of the board to minimize chipping. If using a hand saw, cut with the decorative side of the board
facing up. Mark the board using a square to keep your cut line straight. Set up the cutting station and cut in another area
to keep the sawdust away from the installation site.
Other Tools: Carpenters square and long straightedge Pencil / tape measure Utility knife for trimming plastic Spacers to
maintain expansion gap around the edge Bradding gun to fix skirtings or quads/ mouldings Vacuum cleaner / broom /
broom and dustpan White rubber mallet.
INSTALLING THE FIRST ROW
Begin on the left side of the room and work towards the right. Lay the first full piece with the small, tongue side facing
the wall. Install second and subsequent full pieces in the first row by aligning short ends of boards and locking into place
(see figure 3). Use spacers along all sides that butt up against walls to maintain 10.0 mm expansion gap (see figure 3).
Continue laying boards in the first row until you need to cut the last piece. Measure the distance between the wall and
the face surface of the last board. Subtract 10 mm and cut the board using the drop saw. (See cutting instructions above
and figure 4), If this distance is less than 300 mm go back to the first full plank and cut approximately 300 mm from the
end closest to the starting wall. This will leave a longer piece at the end of the first row.
INSTALLING REMAINING ROWS
Begin the second row of planks with the piece cut from the last piece in the first row. If the piece is shorter than 300mm
cut a new plank in half and use it to begin the second row. Whenever practical, use the piece cut from the preceding row
to start the next row. End joints of all boards should be staggered 300mm or more. Click the long side of the plank into
the previous row and place it tight to the short end of the previous plank. Drop the plank and gently tap down the end
with a rubber mallet so it firmly locks into the previous plank until both are at the same height. Make sure both planks are
perfectly aligned and locked into the previous row leaving no gap. See figure 5 (Note: a tapping block may be required).
NOTE: If you notice both planks aren’t at the same height or are not well locked together, please follow the
disassembling instructions at the bottom of the page, disassemble and check if any debris stuck inside the lock is
obstructing. Continue installing full boards in the second row by angling the short end of the next board in the row to
lock into the previous board. Position the board so that the long side of the board is close to boards in the previous row
and overlapping the groove of the boards in the previous row. Avoid any gapping between the planks, as any gapping
can compromise the whole installation. Continue installing full boards in the second and subsequent rows until you
reach the wall on your right. Mark the last piece, cut and install. It may be necessary to use a pull bar to ensure end joints
are tight.
After all boards in the row are installed, press or walk all boards flat to the subfloor before beginning the next row. A
tapping block may be used to fully engage the planks. To make holes for pipes, measure the diameter and position of
the pipe, drill the hole approximately 10 mm larger than the diameter of the pipe. To allow piece to be installed, cut a
piece from the back side of the pipe using a slight ‘v’ shape. Sit piece into place, insert the v piece in behind the pipe and
glue in place with woodwork glue, use spacing wedges to hold the ‘v’ piece in place while the adhesive sets.
Warning: Failure to properly line up the end joint and attempting to force it in while out of alignment could result in
permanent damage to the end joint.
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INSTALLING THE LAST ROW
The last row of the installation will need to be cut lengthwise. Place the row of planks to be fitted on top of the last
row of installed planks. Use a piece of the plank as a scribe to trace with a pencil the contour of the wall (See figure
6). The width of the last board should be at least 50 mm. Cut the board to fit using the table saw and allow for the
required expansion space. Lay the piece into position (you may need to use a pull bar to tighten the joints). If skirtings
were removed reinstall over the top of the expansion gap. Where skirtings were not removed install quarter round.
EDGE FINISHING
If skirtings were removed reinstall over the top of the expansion gap (do not fix skirting to the flooring, fix to the wall).
Where skirtings were not removed install quarter round or scotia (do not fix skirting to the flooring, fix to the wall).
DISASSEMBLY
Separate the whole row by lifting it up delicately at an angle. To separate the planks, leave them flat on the ground
and slide them apart.
TRANSITIONS
The use of transitions (expansion joints) is not required for floor areas up to 6000 sq ft, however we do offer coordinating transition mouldings. Most patterns in Fuzguard have valinge 5g superior locking system, due to 2 patterns in a
multi width option (Tacoma and El Atazar) these are a 2g system.
Please see 5G and 2G locking system videos at below links for further understanding:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ERYrufAGPwM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qFJEpyIM4GY

